Students Go To Polls In Fall Mock Elections

The Houston Board and Concession are co-sponsoring a mock election today, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The poll of the election will be three voting machines on campus, two in Houston Hall and one in District Hall, in the lobby in front of WU-246. The District Hall machine will be open until 6 p.m.

In addition there will be a polling place at the Physical Science Building, beginning at 10 a.m., until 5 p.m. Paper ballots will be used there, and they will be used elsewhere unless necessary.

Faculty and Students

The election is open to both the student body and the faculty. Students must present matriculation cards in order to vote. Students who did not vote for President of the United States, and Vice-President, and they may choose between the following seven candidates in order to vote.

The election is open to both students and faculty, and they may choose between the following seven candidates in order to vote.

Vice-President, and they may choose between the following seven candidates in order to vote.

A list of course instructors will be published before the spring term, Men's Student Government. The election will be held here and then Senator Kenneth Keating and Robert Kennedy are excluded. This fact has been announced last night.

The results will be interpreted by the aid of the Political Science Department. A high rate of participation is desired so that the sample will be as accurate as possible, in order that the following analysis may be determined.

The PA. to end the threat of automation.

Dr. Strasz-Hupe is Director of the Foreign Policy Research Institute at the University. Recently, he has decided to re-form written reports that he has submitted to the aid of the political science department.

Spring Term Instructors To Be Listed

A list of instructors will be published before the spring term, Men's Student Government. The list will contain the names of all instructors who are currently working in the field.

In addition to the instructors list, Lasak announced that the MSG educational committee will conduct a survey on the possibility of internal systems at other schools including Harvard.

The MSG member indicated that the forthcoming list of instructors will be based on the interviews and on the amount of money collected by the last candidates. Last year candidates collected from $40 to $212 for a total of $3,000.

The Co-ed Beauty Contest To Commence Today

Thirty-two contestants, thirty one female and one male, have filled applications for this year's Miss University Contest. The Contest, sponsored by Campus Chest and the Record, officially begins today at 11 a.m. with coffee hour in the West Lounge of Houston Hall. The candidates will solicit money for Campus Chest today and tomorrow.

The 20-finalists

Wednesday evening six members of the Campus Chest Committee plus Candice Bergen last year's Miss University will interview all contestants. Twenty-quarter-finalists will be chosen, and the selection will be based on the interview and on the amount of money collected by the contestant. Last year candidates collected from $40 to $212 for a total of $3,000.

Edward J. Falk

Miss University

Dr. Strasz-Hupe Endorses Goldwater

Dr. Robert Strasz-Hupe, Professor of Political science, will endorse Senator Barry Goldwater for the Presidency at the Irvine rally tomorrow. The Daily Pennsylvania learned yesterday.

The Pennsylvania professor will be acting on his own and his views will not represent any other group associated with him, according to Peter O'Meara, chairman of the Irvine rally.

He will be at 7 p.m. tomorrow during a student rally at Irvine auditorium, at which Senator Goldwater will be present.

The Pennsylvania professor will be acting on his own and his views will not represent any other group associated with him, according to Peter O'Meara, chairman of the Irvine rally.

He will be at 7 p.m. tomorrow during a student rally at Irvine auditorium, at which Senator Goldwater will be present.
The Saucer's Apprentice

ARTHUR M. SHAPIRO

One day ten years ago, George King, a security guard for an oil company, was washing dishes for his wife. Suddenly a voice spoke to him from his office beyond. Where, and it wasn't Mr. Green. "You have been chosen to be the Interplanetary Parliament!" it said.

Mr. Green followed the advice of the voice from nowhere. He studied Yoga and meditation, and created of himself a Bov- eran Doctor. As his profi- ciency increased, he began to get frequent dispatches from the "hot line." They told him all about the stars beyond.

The Interplanetary Parliament (IP) is based on a system of "hot lines" and rules all the planets but Earth. We're out be- cause we didn't document the politi- cal space society. Aside from being on the "hot line," we are in a very primitive evolutionary state, suffering as we do from pain, disease, and death. All of these things are biologically obsolete elsewhere; space people are immortal.

We're Behind

Anyway, the IP would like us to catch up with everybody else before we make too much trouble. So, come on! Our space technology is running so far ahead of our civilization that we will raise Cain with the Intergalactic Golden Millennium of Universal Law and Cap- ital Letters. So they want to prove us by force, if need be — from landing on other pla- nets until we're ready for it. They will give us the moon, though, because they have to.

Life, according to Dr. King, begins in Uranus, the Mother Planet. Mars is the Techno- logical Planet and makes saucers for everybody except Earth. Jupi- ter is a quiescent place and does nothing but send out radio waves. Venus, on the other hand, is activist and send out missionaries disguised as Earth- like beings to spread the Doctrine of the Universal High Priesthood. There are at present several hundred Venus- ians on Earth, some in high places. They have been instru- mental in averting war over Cur- ruccio, Berlin, and Vost Sam.

They Saved Us

Not that the space people are a bunch of saints. Hell, no! Why, on March 5, 1962, in a vicious fight, they helped the villains from another galaxy who were threatening to invade us. These were the Fish Men, bent on occupying the Earth's oceans because their own seas were drying up, and the heroic Martians and Venusians sent them scuttling back to port. They are im- mune, because we're smaller and better not let our neighbors get riled at us or they might not defend us again if the Fish Men come back.

Dr. King also warns against A-bomb testings. It lets viruses get into petroleum, causes plane crashes, and is killing the Earth's axis so badly that one more big blast might send the Earth spiri- tualists into Liverpool (rock-and- roll fans take note) and New York. And if this comes from the pollution of the other, by the way, Dr. King does not believe in the Michelson-Morley experiment.

A Talk With...

The Interplanetary Parliament, says Dr. King, is run per- sonally by Jesus Christ. If you doubt this, he will play a tape that will show you exactly what he means. He says, "Can you IMAGINE?"

We can imagine anything. At least the Aetherians are for peace. That's more than most of the crackpot outfits we write about can say. And they're not against Fish Men. If you ask them, they're all set.

"My Favorite Martian," one of the Venusians sounds astonish- ingly like Gene Geisbure.

Dr. King is not alone in his crusade. He has founded the Aetherius ("Ether") Society to promote understanding of men's work in the universe. The or- ganization now has chapters in several cities, and recently King had a missionary here to try to start a local organization.

Her name is Miss Edna Spence, and she is about the most in- nocuous person in the universe. Her small, gray-haired no- bility gives no hint of the passion and fervor it conceals.

"Some people think we're some kind of a cult," she said. "You see, they IMAGINE!
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A Necessity For Action

The close of summer brought the ending of the Mississippi Summer Freedom Project sponsored by the Congress of Federated Organizations. A union of all civil rights organizations in the state. Most of the Northern student volunteers have returned home, and with them left the FBI agents assigned to the state to protect the workers. But the Negro citizens of Mississippi, including all employment rights, and some of the Northern volunteers are still there. The most important drives to get the vote are taking place now. And they must take place almost at the mercy of the state and local officials. There is no need here to emphasize the importance of the struggle. An article in the Philadelphia Inquirer in the last summer brought attention to the rights of the Negroes in that state in the year 1964. The state, the local officials, and the agents assigned to the state try to protect the workers. The most sinister is the effect of discrimination yet uncovered. To finish a test on one of these courts the ruling right-handed. Just watch a sinistral the next time you see one in court. Notice how he turns his hand inside out and back inside with the right hand. He has no use for this. He has no use for this action. He has no use for this action.

LEFT-WINGERS

A Sinister Plot

A recent study has brought to the surface a new case of discrimination on the University of Pennsylvania campus. A hundred people have been de- served their just rights (lefts). Right-handed people are right-handed; our writing is right-handed. The most sinister is the effect of discrimination yet uncovered. To finish a test on one of these courts the ruling right-handed. Just watch a sinistral the next time you see one in court. Notice how he turns his hand inside out and back inside with the right hand. He has no use for this. He has no use for this action. He has no use for this action.

After-Dinner Smoke

A recent study has brought to the surface a new case of discrimination on the University of Pennsylvania campus. A hundred people have been de- served their just rights (lefts). Right-handed people are right-handed; our writing is right-handed. The most sinister is the effect of discrimination yet uncovered. To finish a test on one of these courts the ruling right-handed. Just watch a sinistral the next time you see one in court. Notice how he turns his hand inside out and back inside with the right hand. He has no use for this. He has no use for this action. He has no use for this action.
THUNDER FROM THE PULPIT

Shapiro's attack ("Dry Blast Dan," October 15) on the Reverend Carl McIntire and me is preposterous.

And Shapiro apparently thinks it's cute.

What place does "gutter ridicule" of another student's religious faith have in a university newspaper? What has happened to a young people's pride in self-restraint, accuracy and respect for opposing opinions?

During my three and one-half years at this university's graduate school, I have seen few articles in The Daily Pennsylvanian which match this one for prejudice, intemperance and errors in fact (none in one paragraph alone). What is intellectually liberal about beating down an opponent by means of name-calling, character assassination and misrepresentation? These are Shapiro's weapons.

Shapiro labels my church an "outfit" and a "business" with questionable "respectability," which has a "proprietor," an "Elmer Gantry," a "stooge," a "vermin-spawner," and a "dog" for its pastors. Nice, liberal way to write about the 1700 members of the Westminster Presbyterian Church of Collingwood, New Jersey, and its pastor for 31 years, the Reverend McIntire, and his assistant pastor.

He questions our motives, for instance, but implies we are out to "get" the National Council of Churches and one "Mortimer Caplitz" because they tried to "get" us.

We have serious theological differences with the NCC which has become the spokeswoman for theological and political liberalism in the church. We, as evangelical or conservatives, hold totally differing concepts of the nature of man, his responsibility to God, the place of the Bible in the church, the content of the Gospel, among hundreds of other questions. Hence we take issue with the NCC.

Moreover, we have a profound sense of urgency to propagate the gospel of Christ, so that other men may learn of it and believe. We cherish the freedom to spread that faith; we oppose encroachments upon that freedom. That is the rationale underlying our firm opposition to world communism and also to stifling tutelage in government, which have proven themselves to be critical encumbrances upon personal and religious freedom in our time.

Shapiro has a responsibility to inform himself intelligently of the tenets of the historic Christian faith as expressed, for example, in the Shorter and the Westminster Confession and the accompanying world view before he lashes out with the kind of frenzy and tantrum which he displayed in his article.

If in his fervor extermination, he has told (Continued on page 3)
Gabriele Criticizes Arons For Referendum Charges.

Mary Gabriele, WSQA president, told the Daily Pennsylvania yesterday that MSQA president Steve Arons' charges of bias and untrustworthiness in the recent referendum on co-ed government were unsubstantiated.

"I am a co-ed government supporter," Gabriele charged, that the same meetings held in the WSSA's Forum were one-sided in that no representatives of the men's government were allowed to present their views.

Miss Gabriele claimed that Women Senate members were present at the meetings to answer questions and that they were not "in any way forced to present any dictated view."

She said, however, that since the Senate had voted unanimously on a coordinated government, "it was natural that they would be speaking in favor of it."

Personal Battle

Miss Gabriele said she could not understand why Arons "perpetuates the issue of a personal battle."

Arons has said that he does not consider the referendum binding on MSQA. He will, he said yesterday in an DP interview, continue as he has been to support co-ed committees, but that he could not support the Women's proposal for joint executive meetings and would not present it to MSQA for a vote.

Testing Ground

Miss Gabriele said she hoped the coordinated government could be a testing ground for further integration, but that to go immediately to a completely co-ed government might be disastrous if it did not work.

Arons claimed that it could not be a fair test because the Women's proposal was not really co-ed government. He said "acutting in the differences between the groups rather than reconciles them. He stated that he has always wanted to experiment on co-ed government before taking a referendum.

HOUSTON HALL WANTS YOU!

CAST YOUR VOTE

National & State Mock Elections

Tuesday, Oct. 20th

Houston Hall, 8am To 8pm

In your mind, you know he's wrong!

You mean, because I'm a student or teacher I get special rates at all Hilton Hotels in the U.S.? Yes.

Hilton Hotels Corporation, National Sales Office, Palm House, Chicago 90, Ill.

Please send the Faculty-Student Rate Brochure that tells all.
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STREET: ___________________________ STREET: ___________________________
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PRESIDENT BRIEFS CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS

WASHINGTON - President Johnson and top administration officials told congressional leaders Monday of the new world picture that has pulled the United States into taking and intending to take in the light of the shift in Russia's leadership and Red China's nuclear blast.

Johnson said he also is calling in his special Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder for a session Wednesday.

Johnson and House and Senate leaders of both parties met with 2 1/2 hours in the White House cabinet room.

WILSON FACES DOCK STRIKE

LONDON - Prime Minister Harold Wilson called his first cabinet meeting together Monday under the threat of a dock strike and falling prices on the stock market.

He also moved to cement ties with the United States by agreeing to dispatch his foreign secretary, Patrick Gordon Walker, to Washington for talks with Secretary of State Dean Rusk Oct. 26 and 27.

This follows growing among businesswomen that Wilson intended to rationalize the steel industry, steel stocks led a downward slide on the London Stock Exchange.

On the Labor side, the dock workers voted to the up the London port with a one-day walkout strike Thursday. There was a possibility of the strike being spreading throughout the nation.

The dockers demand another $3.50 a week-twice what employers are ready to pay.

But the new Labor government's three-man committee of economic experts - Wilson, economic chief George Brown and Chancellor of the Exchequer James Callaghan - has worked at high pressure throughout the weekend. Their first emergency proposes a 20 percent increasing foreign trade balance due to falling exports and too many imports were expected to get cabinet approval later.

The general impression in Whitehall is that Britain may make early the referral to his stand-by credit with the International Monetary Fund. There may be some new incentives for exporters with restrictions on essential imports. The interest on bank loans might be increased.

HARRY WALKER IS NEW PIRATE MANAGER

PITTSBURGH - Harry The Hat Walker, three-time manager of the year in the International League, was named manager Monday of the Pittsburgh Pirates.

The former National League outfielder, who started and ended his career with the St. Louis Cardinals, succeeds Danny Murtha, who quit for reasons of health.

It is making the surprise announcement, General Manager Joe L. Brown said he had talked with others, including Johnny Keane as acting manager since last Aug. 13 when Hutchinson was forced to take a leave of absence because of his

Husk

Oct. 26 and 27.

CINCINNATI - Dick Sisler, son of the great first baseman It was his home run in the last game of the season off the then

Sisler has been a coach of the Reds since 1960 and had served

Red's President William O. DeWitt, making the announcement

Special Fund and Post Administrator of the Russell Memorial Foundation.

PHI KAPPA BETA - There will be a meeting of the members of Phi Kappa Beta, Junior Honor Society, at Zeta Beta Tau on Wednesday at 7:30.

Please bring dues. Pictures will be taken for the Record.

RECORD SAVES STAFF - Columbus meeting today for all staff and hecncrs 4 p.m., in the Record Office.

RUSSIAN CLUB - There will be an organizational meeting today at 4 p.m. in the Fries Room, Houston Hall.

All interested in joining are invited to attend.

THE most walked about

Slacks on Campus contain "DACRON"

Hubbard Slacks have a faculty for fashions of 65% "Dacron" polyester and 35% combed cotton. Styled in Classic plain front and traditional Gay Blade models for wrinkle-free good looks and carefree comfort, at Better Stores everywhere. *DuPont's registered trademark

 activists welcome.

Activities Notice

BETA ALPHA PHI - Regular dinner meeting Wednesday, October 21, 1965, at 6:30 p.m., at the Sheraton Motor Inn, 59th and Chestnut Streets. Old and new members are expected to attend.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIA BUSINESS HEELERS - Continue coming down to Business Office for holding assignments in accordance with last week's times.

FRESHMAN COMMITTEE - Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Houston Hall.

GERMAN TABLE - Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Woman's Dorm Cafeteria. Honning BlochmannRefreshments follow from the University of Berlin is gine.

GOLDWATER RALLY - Anyone interested in being a Goldwater rallyer for the rally, call Carol Clappman, Women's Residence, Ext. 274.

HILLEL - There will be a mixer Thursday afternoon from 3 to 5. All invited.

INTER-FRATERNITY BOWL - Fraternity Group II (Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Gamma Delta) will have their elimination exam for the "Phi Bowl" in K-3 Dietrich Hall at 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday.

NYCLUB - Important meeting today at 3 p.m. in the Frankl-

in Room in Houston Hall.

There will be a meeting of the campus, NCACP today at 11 a.m., at the Christian Association.

FREDDY'S RESTAURANT AND PIZZA

Old World Atmosphere Where The Lovers Meet.
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NEW YORK - Former president Herbert Hoover lapsed into a coma Monday, but later his level of consciousness improved slightly.

His doctors fought to eliminate poisons that invaded his bloodstream and in the wake of a massive internal hemorrhage. However, Hoover was reported to have passed a comfortable night.

Earlier, Hoover was reported in "a state of unresponsive awareness" and measures promoting elimination of nitrogenous substances were instituted.

"Efforts to clear the intestinal tract of blood have been effective and measures promoting elimination of nitrogenous substances have been instituted," a family spokesman said.

Hoover's personal physician, Dr. Michael J. Lepore, said that internal hemorrhaging such as Hoover suffered usually is not life-threatening and measures promoting elimination of nitrogenous substances have been instituted.

Hoover is seriously ill before and recovered. Of course he's 90 years old," Dr. Lepore said.

The condition of former president Hoover read: "The condition of former president Hoover remains seriously ill but improved slightly."

"It says that internal hemorrhaging such as Hoover suffered usually is not life-threatening and measures promoting elimination of nitrogenous substances have been instituted," a family spokesman said.
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The bright spot of Penn soccer thus far has been the fine and steady play of the defense. While the offense has been mercurial, the defense has consistently held all of the Quakers' opponents.

With three shutouts to their credit, Kyprios, Ragan and company have followed goals in five games. Drew, Feeney and Labella were unable to penetrate. Brown managed two goals, and Cornell one. Both were scored away, and under very unfavorable conditions.

Kyprios, Ragan Spark Penn Soccer Defense

By ELLIOTT WERNER

RICK RAGAN
Second Effort

The center pillar of the backfield is halfback Rick Ragan who plays mostly at center halfback. Ragan is big (5'11"), but what he lacks in bulk, he more than makes up for with quickness and sound judgment. In his own opinion, this is his being named first team All-Ivy.

When on the field, Kyprios runs his lanes and moves forward to assist as often as he can. He is a leader of Penn's soccer fanatics. Happier than his opponent. When kicked away, and under very unfavorable conditions.

Another important link in the chain is halfback Rick Ragan. Ragan is a shrewd, known for his second efforts. If a man should get by him, he will always move back to a fullback position, making it easier for someone when he just to intercept the play. Many halfbacks have a tendency to hold on to their position, instead of rolling their team mates.

Ragan is also a very effective passer, and is often responsible for Penn's good passing game. He is with a potential passer who gets his pass broken as his accounts.

Another accurate passer is fullback Jim Gawinski. "Grin," as he is known to the other members of the soccer team, is most effective in steering the ball forward.

Here AndThere

Yojiro Dekote isn't a name that one is likely to forget once he's heard or seen. Perhaps loyal wrestling fans will remember his name if it comes up in the next couple of rounds in the Olympic Games Free-Style Wrestling event as a member of the powerful Japanese contingent of grapple rs. In the event as a member of the power-ful Japanese contingent of grapplers, Dekote played mostly at center halfback.

There was an awful lot of exciting play in the first couple of rounds in the Olympic Games Free-Style Wrestling event as a member of the powerful Japanese contingent of grapplers. Dekote played mostly at center halfback.

Opposing wings who have visions of getting past Dekote in control, Griswold is himself a fine dribbler. He will work two or three times, and sometimes more, before he is caught by his wing. He rarely misses. And big, strong, Dekote's "speed" is most effective with his speed; his wing. Rarely misses, and big, strong, Dekote's "speed" is most effective with his speed; his ability to turn, and his ability to turn, and his ability to turn, and his ability to turn, and his ability to turn, and his ability to turn... The only basis of compari-

If the defense has any major fault, it would have to be the tendency of the defense to hold the ball too long. Getting the ball to the forwards quickly is vital to winning soccer.

Harriers Host Temple

Win Princeton Meet

Reaping to rebound from its disappointing loss to a powerful Harvard squad on Friday, the Pennsylvania cross-country team will oppose Temple today at the Franklin Field. Many harrier enthusiasts are looking for a strong showing from the Quakers.

In other Ivy League contests, Temple lost 12-0 to Deltta Phi Eta. In the contest held at Franklin Field, Rutgers squeaked by Penn 1-0, on a big run with six minutes left. This was the third straight loss for the Quakers, after opening up the season successfully against Lehigh.

Coaches Pick Top Linemen, To Use TV Against Tigers

By LANCE LAYER

When the Ivy League football schedule was revamped for this season, it was felt that Penn had been helped appreciably, for the Quakers would now have co-

champions Dartmouth and Princeton as their first two opponents. Penn would have more time to adjust, it was felt, and by the time the Tigers game rolled around in mid-season, the Quakers would be ready to cope with anything in Dick Coleman's bag of singletwisting tricks.

Princeton Madness into town this Saturday to help Penn cele-brate Homecoming Day, and the outlook appears just as dim as in the past. With the exception of the Cornell onslaught, the de-

fense has been outstanding, but the offensive unit continues to ap-

proach as a very wily foe. It may be noted, switched from his normal left tackle, left tackle, left tackle, left tackle, left tackle, left tackle,... Brady was credited with 13 primary and four second-down tackles against Rutgers and pro-

vided the main "dissipation of our passing game," said coach John Stiegelmann, afterwards, "we will do plenty of work on that this week.

The secondary again showed its tenacity by stopping the Scarlet numerous times deep in Penn territory, and for the first time, the corners scored a "OK" scoring system—have named the outstanding linemen for the game.
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